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This talk

� What do people do with an RDF Database

� How to combine

� Geospatial

� Temporal

� Social Network Analysis
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What users do with RDF?
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Semantic Web View: 
Your personal assistant

Email contact lists

personal 

assistant

Yellow Pages

Web calendars

Restaurant 

rating site
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Enterprise View: 
UT Houston unifies data from 

many hospitals for advanced 
data analytics

Hospital 

Data 

Warehouse

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital

Hospital
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What is AllegroGraph [1]

� Scalable and persistent quadstore

� Federated

� Create an abstract store that is a collection of other 
triple stores. Prolog and SPARQL and Reasoning 
work transparently against abstract store 

� Compliant with standards 
� RDF, RDFS, OWL, SPARQL, Named Graphs, ISO 

Prolog, OWL-lite reasoning
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What is AllegroGraph [2]

� Relational database efficiency for range queries

� We support most xml schema types (dates, times, 
longitudes, latitudes, durations, telephone numbers, etc)

� Spatial database efficiency for geospatial primitives

� Find elements in bounding boxes as fast as in spatial 
databases

� Temporal reasoning

� Reasoning about times and intervals (Allen Logic)

� Social Network Analytics library 

� Find actor degrees and centrality, cliques, group 
centrality and cohesiveness
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The difference with a relational 
database?

<triple 32: "person2" "type" "person">

<triple 33: "person2" "first-name" "Rose">

<triple 34: "person2" "middle-initial" "Elizabeth">

<triple 35: "person2" "last-name" "Fitzgerald">

<triple 36: "person2" "suffix" "none">

<triple 37: "person2" "alma-mater" "Sacred-Heart-Convent">

<triple 38: "person2" "birth-year" "1890">

<triple 39: "person2" "death-year" "1995">

<triple 40: "person2" "sex" "female">

<triple 41: "person2" "spouse" "person1">

<triple 58: "person2" "has-child" "person17">

<triple 56: "person2" "has-child" "person15">

<triple 54: "person2" "has-child" "person13">

<triple 52: "person2" "has-child" "person11">

<triple 50: "person2" "has-child" "person9">

<triple 48: "person2" "has-child" "person7">

<triple 60: "person2" "profession" "home-maker">

<triple 46: "person2" “birth-place“ “gn2988834”>

<triple 44: " gn2988834 " “name" “boston">

<triple 42: " gn2988834 " “centerlocation" “42.3,-714">
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An artist’s impression of the same info in a 
RDBM
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With a Graph Database – RDF 
Database

� you add new predicates without changing any 
schema

� one-to-many relations are directly encoded 
without the indirection of tables

� You never think about what to index because 
everything is indexed
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Events and Activity recognition

� Creating an event database with social network 
analysis and geospatial and temporal reasoning 

Find all meetings that happened in 

July within 5 miles of Berkeley 
that was attended by the most 
important person in Jans’ friends 
and friends of friends.
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The common elements of an event

� A type 
� Meetings, communications event, financial transactions, visit, 

attack/truce, an insurance claim, a purchase order
� Reasoning over types of events requires RDFS++ reasoning

� List of actors
� Reasoning over relationships between actors requires Social 

Network Analysis
� Location

� Reasoning over where something happened or how far away 
something happened requires GeoSpatial Reasoning

� Start-time and possible an end-time
� Reasoning over when or in what order something happened 

requires Temporal Reasoning
� Anything else that describes the event

� Goods that changed hands
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Events at the core of many 
Business Processes

� Health care

� A hospital visit, a visit to a drugstore, a medical procedure

� Communications Industry

� A telephone call (and they store your location now too)

� An Email or SMS

� Financial industry

� Every financial transaction is an event

� The Insurance industry

� Track behavior of customers & find fraud

� The Enterprise

� Combine your ERS system, your email archive and your HR data

� The Government

� Homeland Security is interested in every type of imaginable event
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Find all meetings that happened in July within 5 
miles of Berkeley that was attended by the most 
important person in Jans’ friends and friends of 
friends.

(select (?x)

(ego-group !person:jans knows ?group 2)

(actor-centrality-members ?group knows ?x ?num)

(q ?event !fr:actor ?x)

(qs ?event !rdf:type !fr:Meeting)

(interval-during ?event “2008-07-01” “2008-07-25”)   

(geo-box-around !geoname:Berkeley ?event 5 miles)   

!)

Integrated in query language.
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Find a meetings that happened in July within 5 
miles of Berkeley that was attended by the most 
important person in Jans’ friends and friends of 
friends.

(select (?x)

(ego-group !person:jans knows ?group 2)

(actor-centrality-members ?group knows ?x ?num)

(q ?event !fr:actor ?x)

(qs ?event !rdf:type !fr:Meeting)

(interval-during ?event “2008-07-01” “2008-07-25”)   

(geo-box-around !geoname:Berkeley ?event 5 miles)   

!)

Integrated in select language.
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Find a meetings that happened in December 
within 5 miles of Berkeley that was 
attended by the most important person in 
Jans’ friends and friends of friends.

(select (?x)

(ego-group !person:jans knows ?group 2)               SNA

(actor-centrality-members ?group knows ?x ?num)       SNA

(q ?event !fr:actor ?x)                               DB Lookup

(qs ?event !rdf:type !fr:Meeting)                     RDFS Reasoning

(interval-during ?event “2007-12-01” “2007-12-31”)    Temporal

(geo-box-around !geoname:Berkeley ?event 5 miles)     Spatial

!)

Integrated in select language.
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Geospatial Reasoning
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Geospatial 
Challenge

� Make the following super efficient

� Where did something happen?

� How far was event1 from event2?

� Find all the events that occurred in a bounding box or 
radius of M miles?

� Do these two shapes overlap?

� Find all the objects in the intersection of two shapes

� On a very large scale

� when things don’t fit in memory

� millions of events and polygons
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Scale

� We work both in a flat plane (x, y) and on a sphere (lat, lon) 

� We work on different scales : From ångström to miles
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Sample Geospatial Primitives

� (geo-bounding-box ?x +minlat +maxlat +minlon +maxlon)

� (geo-box-around +x ?y +miles)

� (geo-distance +x +y ?dist)

� (geo-radius-around +x ?y +miles)

� (polygon-in ?p1 ?p2)

� (polygon-touch ?p1 ?p2)

� (polygon-overlap ?p1 ?p2)

� Etc.
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Now with SPARQL Support [1]

PREFIX fr:      <http://franz.com/ns/allegrograph/3.0/geospatial/>

PREFIX geo:     <http://www.geonames.org/ontology#>

PREFIX country: <http://www.geonames.org/Countries#>

SELECT ?placename ?population WHERE {

GEO OBJECT

HAVERSINE ( ?londonpos, 50 MILES ) {

?place fr:pos ?pos ;

geo:name ?placename ;

geo:population ?population ;

geo:countryCode ?cc

}

WHERE {

# Select London, UK.

?london geo:name 'London' ;

geo:countryCode 'GB' ;

fr:pos ?londonpos .

}

FILTER (?population > 25000)
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Now with SPARQL Support [2]

� ; cpu time (non-gc) 30 msec user, 10 msec system

� ; cpu time (total)  40 msec user, 10 msec system

� ; (#({Worthing} {99110}) #({Brighton} {139001}) #({Hove} {75174})

� #({Burgess Hill} {31183}) #({Haywards Heath} {29660}) 
#({Horsham} {50680})

� #({Crawley} {107061}) #({East Grinstead} {26523})

� #({Royal Tunbridge Wells} {61075}) #({Tonbridge} {36894})

� #({Basingstoke} {96348}) #({Farnham} {36971}) #({Aldershot} 
{61339})

� #({Farnborough} {59902}) #({Guildford} {71873}) #({Reigate} 
{52123})

� #({Redhill} {51559}) #({Sevenoaks} {27871}) #({Maidstone} 
{90894})

� #({Fleet} {34218}) ...)
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GeoNames - Geospatial in 
RDF

Using GeoNames

� coordinates for 6,445,201 places  

� 109,568,417 RDF triples

AllegroGraph requires only 95 msec real time to 
return the 502 entries within a 3 mile radius of 
the Franz Inc offices.
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Questions in SNA (1) -

How far is Actor1 from Actor2?

� Degrees of separation

� How far is P1 from P2

� Connection strength

� How many shortest paths from 
P1 to P2 through a series of 
predicates and rules
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Questions in SNA (2)

In what groups is this actor?

� Find the ego-network & cliques 
around a person
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Questions in SNA (3)

Who are the key players in a 
network

and how important is an actor?

� In-degree, out-degree

� Actor degree centrality

� Actor closeness centrality

� Actor betweenness
centrality
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Questions in SNA (4) :  
Has the group a leader, is the 
group cohesive?

� Group centralization

� Group cohesiveness
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Temporal Primitives

� Based on Allen’s temporal logic: see
http://www.ai.sri.com/snark/tutorial/tutorial.html#htoc46

� Adhere to the convention to encode startimes and endtimes with 

franz:start and franz:end and enjoy efficient temporal primitives

add-triple (event1, franz:start, "Thu Sep 27 14:21:43 2007”)

add-triple (event1, franz:end,  "Thu Sep 27 14:21:43 2007”)

� The primitives make temporal reasoning user friendly
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Allen’s 13 temporal

Interval primitives
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Thank you

www.franz.com

AllegroGraph – Free Edition

Learning Center
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And finally:

� We are looking for testers for our new

� .Net C# interface

� Python interface

� Jena interface


